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The COVID-19 pandemic has been unprecedented in its scale, impacting every country 
around the world. Throughout the Asia-Pacific region (APAC) we have seen the pandemic  
result in entire nations placed in lockdown under health and safety orders such as 
Singapore’s ‘Circuit Breaker’.  

This period has also been really tough for brands and their contact centre staff as many  
had to close or change the way they operate due to health and safety concerns, and 
consumers had to stay at home. However, this period has seen some of APAC’s leading 
companies innovate and adapt to keep their customers, and their contact centre staff 
safe, and happy. 

For over 20 years, LivePerson has been equipping companies with conversational AI 
and messaging technology that allows them to engage with customers at scale and 
create faster, more productive and more satisfying conversations at the same time. 

We work with leading innovative companies around the world, including organisations 
such as:

Our global data paints an unfolding picture of which industry sectors are switching 
to new digital technologies fastest, and how they are increasing efficiency, customer 
satisfaction and workplace safety and morale.

The COVID-19 pandemic has seen many traditional companies realise that messaging 
can create a better and safer work environment for their staff, that technology can help 
them better do their jobs and that some customers prefer engaging with them using 
messaging tools instead of a telephone call. This shift to messaging is really about 
what is best for people – both contact centre staff and consumers. 

Consumer preferences are also changing fast. Most people prefer to use messaging  
communication channels like SMS and WhatsApp in their personal lives, and now they 
want and expect that same convenience and immediacy from businesses.

"This shift from voice to messaging-based conversations,  
has been underway for some time. However, our data reveals 
that the COVID-19 pandemic has seen take up of these 
technologies skyrocket as companies were first overwhelmed 
by surges in customer enquiries, and then disrupted by the 
closure of store fronts as health and safety concerns and 
lockdowns accelerated."

In fact, our data shows that the volume of messaging conversations between consumers  
and brands in APAC is now 4.5 times greater than it was last year and grew by 27% alone 
in a three-week period in April as lockdowns were implemented throughout the region.

It’s our prediction that most if not all of the companies that have transitioned to 
message-based customer conversations in response to the pandemic will embrace 
it permanently. We hope you find the data that we’ve analysed for you in this report 
interesting and insightful. In our next report, we look forward to sharing more data  
and diving deeper into other issues and industry sectors as more companies shift  
their thinking from economic survival to economic recovery. 

Wee Tee Lim – LivePerson APAC | Regional Manager

COVID-19 is transforming the traditional contact centre and companies aren’t looking back
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INSIGHT 1:

COVID-19 has significantly 
accelerated the trend away 
from voice to messaging-
based customer conversations 

The shift away from voice conversations (consumers calling a call centre) 
to messaging-based customer service (via channels such as WhatsApp, 
SMS and Facebook Messenger) has been underway for some time. 

As the chart below illustrates, the volume of messaging conversations  
has been growing since June 2019.

As a global company headquartered in the US, it has been interesting for us to see that month  
on month growth in messaging conversations is higher in APAC than the rest of the world.  
Messaging conversations have grown 13% monthly over the past 12 months – and there 
are now 4.5 times more message conversations taking place than the same time last year. 

It’s not just one or two industry sectors either. It’s across the board with APAC brands and 
the APAC operations of global brands among the companies leading this global shift. 

Messaging conversations have grown 

13% monthly
over the past 12 months

Messaging conversation growth: June 2019 to June 2020
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"Communicating with brands via your favourite channels is the new normal. For many organisations, 
this difficult period will be a turning point in how they approach their service and support channels.  
While the shift to messaging has been underway for some time, what COVID-19 has done is make 
many organisations think more deeply about how they operate and what their customers want. The 
result has been an immediate and marked shift to messaging."   

Wee Tee Lim – LivePerson APAC | Regional Manager

The COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated the digital transformation 
of customer contact centres. 

When we look at the data from January 2020 to the end of June 2020,  
the trend of replacing voice communication with messaging intensified  
as the region responded to the pandemic with volumes now more 
than double than they were at the start of the year.  

As the chart indicates, a significant shift took place in early April as 
the COVID-19 pandemic hit home – with messaging volume spiking 
by 27% in a three week period in April. From March to early April 
many countries announced a state of emergency and economic 
lockdowns (for example the ‘Circuit Breaker’ in Singapore) in an 
attempt to control the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic. This saw 
the closure of store fronts and customer-facing roles due to health 
and safety concerns. This has led to a shift in the way brands and 
consumers are communicating as companies and brands adapted  
to their new working environment.

Pre-COVID COVID-related New normal?

27%
increase in 

3 - week period

Weekly Messaging Conversation Growth: Jan 2020 to June 2020
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APAC has seen some of the world’s fastest growth in messaging channels.

INSIGHT 2:

The channels that 
brands and consumers 
use to communicate 
are changing rapidly Weekly Channel Growth - Jan 2020 to June 2020

Rollover app for statistics

Rollover for statistics
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Our data shows a sizeable shift in conversations taking place in WhatsApp, 
within brand apps and via Apple Business Chat as companies in the region 
managed the impact of COVID-19. In particular, we can see that since early 
April conversations on messaging channels have grown significantly and are 
now potentially replacing voice conversations. 

"The way people want to communicate with brands is changing. 
Most of us don’t want to pick up the phone, we’d rather use our 
favourite messaging channels such as WhatsApp, when it suits 
us, like we do with family and friends. Smart brands are picking 
up on this and are going where their customers are." 

Wee Tee Lim – LivePerson APAC | Regional Manager

This figure represents the change in messaging conversation volume year on year and the changes in channel usage.

Rollover for statistics
JUNE 2020

JUNE 2019

https://www.liveperson.com/liveengage/apple-business-chat/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=AppleBusinessChatInternational&utm_term=apple%20business%20chat&_bt=432189475639&_bm=p&_bn=g&gclid=Cj0KCQjwgJv4BRCrARIsAB17JI7q6035pqlqVco-NKBFj4w9Ogk7c748elHSvqjraMdqBg-cr4QsViQaAm-aEALw_wcB
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INSIGHT 3:

AI-assisted conversations
are growing as companies
embrace technology

The APAC region is seeing greater adoption of and growth in AI-assisted  
conversations than the rest of the world as companies trial new 
communication technologies and find they love the results.

The number of conversations either completed by an ‘AI agent’ (e.g. a bot) or 
partly completed by an ‘AI agent’ (known as ‘Tango’) was 7.4 times higher at 
the end of Q2, compared to the same time in 2019. This growth in customer 
conversations involving AI has accelerated markedly in 2020 as the COVID-19 
pandemic has forced call centres to close and customer enquiries across 
many industries have spiked.

By comparison, conversations managed completely by an agent grew by 82% 
over the same period. 

In Singapore, Bridge Alliance has been an industry leader in deploying AI to 
help manage a spike in consumer demand – see page 11.

What is ‘Tango’ or an ‘AI-assisted’ conversation?
Most messaging conversations are not solely agent or ‘bot’ – but a collaboration between 

the two. Bots can carry out a variety of automatic tasks and communicate with consumers to 
take the load off agents. They also help agents by suggesting responses they might provide 

to consumers based on other similar conversations in the past.

more agent-only 
conversations between 
Q2 2019 and Q2 2020

more conversations 
involving AI in  

Q2 2020 than Q2 2019
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"There are a lot of myths and misconceptions around AI technology – in particular consumers 
in the past may have been sceptical about talking to a ‘bot’. What our data shows is that if 
people get what they want quickly and with minimal fuss, most don’t mind if they are speaking 
with a ‘bot’ or with an agent. However, the reality is that as technology rapidly advances, most 
messaging conversations taking place in 2020 between consumers and companies are now a 
combination of both bots and a customer service agent."

Growth in APAC conversations (AI vs Agent-only)

Wee Tee Lim – LivePerson APAC | Regional Manager

The rise of bots is helping agents and consumers
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the retail industry in the region experienced a 
126% surge in conversations from mid-April to  
mid-May as storefronts closed and consumers  
turned to e-commerce solutions for purchases.

a record number of conversations took place in the travel sector  
as consumers sought information, cancellations, flight refunds 
and credits in March, before engagement dropped in April 
once the reality of global travel restrictions set in. Specifically, 
conversations grew by 78% from February to March before falling 
sharply in April, May and June. 

telecommunications conversations grew 67% between February 
and June 2020 as companies dealt with a surge of enquiries 
related to connection issues and requests for plan and service 
information as millions of people moved to work-from-home  
and many juggled home-based learning using online platforms.

the insurance industry saw weekly conversations almost double  
from mid-February to mid-March, as consumers sought clarification  
on policy details and payment options amid growing concerns 
about the impact of COVID-19.

INSIGHT 4:

There were unprecedented 
movements in customer 
conversations as COVID-19  
hit home

Our data highlights the varied impact of the pandemic on industries across 
the APAC region. 

For some sectors such as education and travel, the impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic has been a significant dampening of conversations as travel and 
movement restrictions reduce opportunities, while for others such as retail 
and insurance, customer enquiries have surged as lockdowns took affect 
across the region. Our data shows:
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"The COVID-19 pandemic has sent shockwaves around the world, upending businesses, business models and livelihoods. Our data shows 
unprecedented movements in brand-customer conversations as we grappled with this crisis. For some sectors, this meant dealing with an 
unexpected surge in enquiries, while for others lockdown meant their customer base evaporated almost overnight."

Wee Tee Lim – LivePerson APAC | Regional Manager

Industry sector conversation growth: Jan 2020 to June 2020

Rollover for sectors
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INSIGHT 5:

Customer conversation 
satisfaction dipped during 
March and April, but positivity 
is already returning

Our data reveals that across the region customer conversation satisfaction 
took a significant dip in March and April, falling from a high of 76% in 
February to a low of 44% in April. 

This is likely due to the majority of conversations being centred on cancellations,  
refunds, checking terms and conditions, as well as personal financial concerns  
and issues as customer contact centres were overwhelmed in the initial 
stages of the pandemic. It also worth noting that customer satisfaction for 
messaging conversations is generally 20% higher than for voice. 

However, it appears that positivity is already returning to customer conversations.
May saw a near 20 percentage point jump in customer satisfaction and this 
level of customer satisfaction remained steady in June. We are anticipating 
a steady return to ‘normality’ in the second half of the year if economies 
and businesses in the region continue to open up and customers return to 
researching and booking (e.g. travel and hospitality), as well as purchasing 
new products and services.

"greater satisfaction 
with messages  
than voice calls"Customer satisfaction in messaging channels: Feb 2020 to June 2020
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“Migrant workers in Singapore are going through  
a particularly uncertain and difficult period.  
The introduction of the interactive messaging 
helpline helped scale our efforts in reaching  
those who need practical help and immediate 
access to information. We hope that our combined 
efforts will provide anxious and worried migrant 
workers some assurance and practical help.”
Suwen Low, Head of Communications and Engagement at HealthServe.

CASE STUDY:

Bridge Alliance and Health 
Serve: using conversational AI 
to provide critical COVID-19 
information to migrant workers

During the recent wave of COVID-19 infections in Singapore Bridge Alliance 
(a global alliance of telecommunications companies) partnered with 
LivePerson and HealthServe (a provider of medical services to the migrant 
worker community) to develop an interactive messaging helpline that helped  
migrants workers access accurate information, in their preferred language. 

Powered by LivePerson’s conversational AI technology, the ‘chatbot’ was 
designed to quickly answer key questions and concerns, ranging from 
immediate worries about health to practical issues such as food, salaries and 
employment status. It also helped combat the spread of fake news and ensured 
a timely and personalised flow of reliable information to migrant workers. 

The chatbot was launched on 17 April, 10 days after Singapore’s ‘Circuit 
Breaker’ began (Singapore’s national lockdown in response to COVID-19), 
offering daily COVID-19 updates in Bengali, Tamil, Chinese and English. It 
answers important questions related to medical, mental health and other 
practical concerns, and workers who need direct assistance are quickly 
connected to caseworkers from HealthServe, who can respond to them 
over the LivePerson platform in real time.

The COVID-19 pandemic and public health crisis demonstrates 
the need for prompt, accurate and relevant communication. As 
the leading mobile alliance in Asia-Pacific, Bridge Alliance has 
used conversational AI to bridge the communications gaps 
for a community with complex needs and challenges, and help 
keep people safe and healthy during this unprecedented crisis. 
Moving forward, Bridge Alliance and HealthServe aim to use other 
forms of communication such as audio, video and graphics to 
communicate more effectively with migrant workers.

Using this system, HealthServe could handle 20 times more interactions than it 
otherwise would be able to.

https://www.bridgealliance.com/
https://www.healthserve.org.sg/
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'LivePerson has been listed on the NASDAQ (LPSN) for over 20 years 
and works with the world's leading companies and was recently named 
one of the World's 10 Most Innovative AI Companies by Fast Company.'

Helping brands deliver better outcomes 
through better customer conversations 
There is no doubt that consumers are frustrated by the traditional service 
and support channel offerings from most brands – which typically involve 
lengthy call centre queues, clunky menus and time spent on hold.

The way people want to communicate with brands is changing. Most of us 
don’t want to pick up the phone, we’d rather use SMS, WhatsApp, Facebook 
Messenger, Alexa or other channels when it suits us – the same as we do 
with family and friends.

For more than 20 years, LivePerson has been making life 
easier by transforming how people communicate with 
brands. That’s never been more important than now.

The results are transformative, enabling conversations that are:

•  more personalised because consumers can communicate on their own 
terms, in their preferred channel and in their own time. This results in higher 
customer engagement, satisfaction and brand loyalty

•  open-ended and ongoing, allowing brands to build ongoing rapport with 
consumers, offering value-added and tailored service and support, and

•   resolved more efficiently and effectively, even when service staff are 
working remotely and across time zones. 

Importantly, LivePerson’s AI and automation enables high-quality conversations 
at scale, while employee and customer safety is maintained. Contact centre staff  
can work from home if needed and interference from background noise and 
reliance on physical assets such as desktop phones is also no longer an issue.

Rollover app
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How was this report developed?
This report analyses LivePerson consumer-brand messaging conversation data across the 
Asia-Pacific region as well highlighting key global trends. The data represents conversations 
across all major messaging platforms (which include SMS, brand Apps, Facebook Messenger, 
Apple Business Chat and WhatsApp) for some of the largest brands in the region (including 
banks, telecommunications providers and insurers). Asia-Pacific data is comprised of data 
from brands in Australia, Japan, New Zealand, Singapore and South Korea.
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